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Abstract: The World Wide Web (WWW) has become one of the fastest growing electronic information
sources. In the Web, people are engaging in interaction with more and more diverse information than ever
before, so that the problem of information quality is more significant in the Web than any other information
system, especially considering the rate of growth in the number of documents. Meanwhile new facilities for
producing web pages such as Blogs make this issue more significant because Blogs have simple content
management tools enabling non-experts to build easily updatable web diaries or online journals. On the other
hand despite a decade of active research, information quality lacks comprehensive methodology for its
assessment and improvement. Especially there is not any framework for measuring information quality on the
Blogs yet. This paper establishes a survey on Iranian Blog as our case study presents results of the survey,
prioritizes information quality criteria by allocating priority coefficient to all the criteria as an important
prerequisite for measuring information quality in the Blogs. Also results of the research by gap analysis shows
there is a solid consensus between Bloggers and visitors about the priorities of information quality criteria in
the Blogs.
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INTRODUCTION up-to-date opinions on various topics such as computer

The vast amount of information on the World Wide Despite a decade of research and practice, only piece
Web  is  created  and  published  by  many  different meal, ad hoc techniques are available for measuring,
types of providers, including businesses, organizations, analyzing and improving Information Quality (IQ) on the
governments and individuals. Unlike books and journals, web. Unfortunately there is not any framework for
most of this information is unfiltered, i.e. not subject to measuring IQ in Blogs. We believed that Blog can be a
editing or peer review by experts. This lack of quality suitable application for evaluating quality of information
control and the explosion of web sites make the task of because Blogs use common templates, so that quality of
finding quality information on the web especially critical. content of a Blog is a lmost equal to quality of Blog. Blog

In May 2007, Blog search engine Technorati tracking owners usually are not computer and information
more than 70 million Blogs. Every day 120,000 new Blogs technology specialist. They take advantage of
are created and 1.5 million posts are made, it found during prearranged templates, concentrate on content of Blog
its quarterly survey [1]. prefer to think about its template and appearance. 

A Blog, sometimes written as web log or WeBlog, is The paper presents results from survey on Iranian
a Web site that consists of a series of entries arranged in Blog as our survey. Then are prioritized IQ criteria and is
reverse chronological order, often updated on frequently allocated priority coefficient for each of the criteria. The
with new information about particular topics. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
information can be written by the site owner, gleaned from presents an overview of the relevant literature. Section 3
other Web sites or other sources, or contributed by users. states Blog features. Section 4 defines IQ criteria for
Blog articles contain various topics such as on personal Blogs. Section 5 describes methodology of the research.
activities, technology, politics, international problems and Next, in Section 6, we analyze the results of the survey.
so on. By browsing Blog articles, we can find frank and Finally, in Section 7 we present our conclusions. 

software, poem and literature, social problems and so on.
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RELATED WORKS researches such as [21] which have analyzed Blogs and

In our earlier research [2], we classified IQ researches entering to information quality issue.
into four categories; first, literatures which only have
listed some of IQ criteria. The web contains many articles BLOG FEATURES 
and other pages which list criteria for evaluating web
sites. Many of these are written by scholars and librarians Blogs are simple content management tools.
from academic institutions around the world. Study of Although contents creation and management were not
these resources introduce us with varying viewpoints in easy in the early stage of the World Wide Web, a Content
information quality criteria, however those usually don’t Management System (CMS) changed the situation. CMS
discuss how can measure the criteria. For instance Collins assists creation and maintenance of Web pages. One can
Memorial Library[3] and Virtual Case [4] have listed some easily create and maintain Web pages by using CMS.
criteria. Most of Blog site uses the CMS. Blog tools enable the

Second, researches which propose information author to describe and edit the small contents via a web
quality models. These models are general purpose or browser and transform the contents form text format to
special purpose. In general purpose model criteria are HTML files. These tools are implemented based on MVC
examined in a most general way. In the other word criteria (Model/View/Controller) model which is the fundamental
selection and definition is independent of environment concept of web applications. The author defines a view
and information framework. The aim of such models is that template once then do not have to decorate the contents
everybody can match the model to their applications. with various HTML tags. This model decreases the cost
TDQM [5], Naumann [6] and AIMQ [7] are most popular of publication remarkably comparing with traditional style
general purpose models. which requires local text editor. Following describes some

Unlike general purpose models that criteria are of the more important features of Blogs: 
identified and defined in a most general way, special
purpose models develop the criteria according to their Blog posts: Blog posts include a subject title and a body
requirements in a specific application such as Data message. Posts can be relatively short in length such as
Warehouse Quality (DWQ) [8], IQIP for information one or two paragraphs, or they could be a long,
retrieval purposes [9] and intranet application [10], quality thoughtful exposé, encompassing a dozen paragraphs.
of information in Wikipedia [11, 12]. The aim of such They can be comprised of a variety of media objects,
models mainly hasn’t been identifying criteria for including text, pictures, graphics, or multimedia and even
information quality. Instead the models have been popular file formats such as Microsoft Office documents
employed for efficiency improvement in considered or Adobe PDFs. These posts receive a timestamp to
application. denote time and date of the post. 

Third, researches which have tackled a few of criteria
and have attempted to find methods for computing and Comments: Readers of a Blog have an opportunity to
measuring the criteria. Unlike vast amount researches on respond to a Blog post, through a comment or feedback
information systems there is a lack for measuring methods link. These comments create a thread as many readers can
the criteria in information quality area. Measuring comment on a single post. They contain a timestamp and
timeliness in [13, 14], cohesiveness in [15, 16], frequency are viewable to the public. Bloggers can also respond
analysis in [17, 18] are examples of these researches. back to reader comments. Blog readers can click “Post a

Forth, studies which propose frameworks for Comment” to add a new comment, or “1 Comment” to read
evaluating the quality of conceptual models. The aim of previous ones.
these researches is to identify worth and validity of
information quality models. For instance, in [19] is Archives: The front page of a Blog contains only a certain
conducted an empirical analysis of the conceptual model amount of posts, sometimes two or three and sometimes
quality framework proposed by Lindland et al. [20]. twenty. For authors who’ve maintained their Blogs for

Although literature in information quality proposes longer periods of time, they can store past Blog posts in
several different techniques for measuring information an accessible, often searchable archive. Archives can be
quality, none have addressed the issue of measuring and organized by month, by week, or even by number of
evaluating information quality in Blogs. There are posts.

[22, 23] which have studied Blog comments, without
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Templates: Another useful feature for web authors is After study of information quality literatures we
presentation tools that allow pages to be built from encountered with many of criteria with different
preexisting templates. Blog authors can choose from a classification and interpretation. In real every study has
variety of graphical layouts, typography and color interpreted and classified IQ criteria conform to its
schemes. This allows complete customization and a context. Thus we also collected IQ criteria which are
feeling of personalization for Bloggers without any suitable for Blog with at least overlapping and
sophisticated technical expertise. However, some redundancy. Appendix A shows eighteen selected IQ
Bloggers like to tinker with a web programming language, criteria and definition for each criterion. 
to add 3rd-party applications or other bells-and-whistles
to their Blogs and the capability to reprogram a Blog is RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
available.

INFORMATION QUALITY CRITERIA FOR BLOGS intends develops a framework for measuring quality of

In  this  research we  focus  on  Iranian  Blogs. Farsi must be priotrized the criteria because coefficients of
(or Persian), the official language of Iran, is the newcomer priorities can change score of IQ. The main objective of
to the top 10 Blogging languages [1]. Although there is this research is to prioritize and formulate information
not exact statistic for number of Iranian Blogs, according quality criteria in Blog. Before prioritization operation we
to information which we collect from popular Blog server need to prove our hypothesis for identified information
in Iran, there are around 2 million Blog in Iran. Interesting quality criteria. In order to accurately define and measure
information collected by Alexa, a web information the concept of information quality, it is not enough to
company, show that after Yahoo and Google, Blogfa as a identify the common elements of IQ frameworks as
Blog service provider is third and PersianBlog is seventh individual entities in their own right. In fact, information
top sites in Iran. Blogging in Iran has grown so fast quality needs to be assessed within the context of its
because it meets the needs no longer met by the print generation [24] and intended use [25]. This is because the
media; it provides a safe space in which people may write attributes of data quality can vary depending on the
freely on a wide variety of topics. context in which the data is to be used [26].

The current study is a part of a larger project which

information in Blogs. After identifying IQ criteria for Blogs

Appendix A: Definitions of IQ criteria for the blog context 

Criteria Definition

Understandability Extent to which data are clear without ambiguity and easily comprehended

Informativeness Extent to which information source has information weight

Representation Extent to  which  similar  attributes  or  elements  of  an  information  object  are  consistently  represented

with the same structure and format

Accuracy Extent to which data are correct, reliable and certified free of error

Completeness Extent to which information is not missing and is of sufficient breadth and depth for the task at hand

Timeliness Extent to which the information is sufficiently up-to-date for the task at hand

Believability Extent to which information is regarded as true and credible

Concise Extent to which information is compactly represented without being overwhelming

Cohesiveness The degree to which the content of the page is focused on one topic

Maintainability Extend to which meta information employed properly

Availability Extent to which information is available, or easily and quickly retrievable

Authority To which author is known and verified 

Latency Amount of time until first information reaches user

Popularity Extent to which Blog is popular

Customer support Amount and usefulness of online support through text, email, phone,etc

Amount of Data Extent to which the quantity or volume of available data is appropriate

Objectivity Extent to which information is unbiased, unprejudiced and impartial

Redundancy The ratio of non-text objects to overall information on the Blog
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Performing surveys is a well-known strategy for homogeneity of the concepts in each category of the
doing empirical studies. The surveys have been used in proposed research framework. Cronbach’s Alpha is fairly
computer sciences researches which are impacted by standard in most discussions of reliability. In addition, it
human perception such as software engineering [27, 28]. has been used successfully in other IS instrument
As well, quality is a matter of perception and is often development [25, 34]. A Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.7 is
difficult to measure objectively. Like all other quality thought to demonstrate good reliability although some
measures, it should be judged by the receiver. authors  report  values  as  low  as  0.5  to  be  satisfactory

There are several ways to perform surveys.Currently, [35, 36]. Since Cronbach’s Alpha for our questionnaire is
the Internet provides researchers with the opportunity to
conduct online surveys in a more efficient and effective
way than was previously allowed by traditional means.
Web-based  surveys  have  several  advantages to
“paper-and pencil” surveys such as time efficiency, cost
benefits, quality of responses and access to a large
population in different geographic areas [29]. Following
the design phase, a questionnaire for this Web-Based
Survey was built using the HyperText Markup Language
(HTML). After our Web-Based Survey was tested, its
Web address was submitted to comment section of
selected Blogs. When Blogers were clicking the link, were
led to our special page. We briefly introduced our work in
this page. 1500 person visited this page of 3000 invitation.
After introducing the work in this page, visitors were led
to questionnaire page. For more clarity we used Persian
language in both pages. Of the 1500 visitors 790 visited
the questionnaire page and 420 respondents answered the
questions. According to [30, 31] this sample size is
appropriate with confidence of 95%.

The questionnaire contained two major sections. The
first section contained only one question which identified
a respondent is a Blogger or not (we would liked to bring
other questions but preferred to abandon them to keep
respondents!). A “Blogger” is a person who has and
maintains a Blog. The second part of the questionnaire
consisted of eighteen questions about information quality
attitudes. We applied a standard procedure for the
measurement of attitudes with a five grade Likert scale.
Using Likert scale is widely practiced for measuring
attitudes. Many of researches in various fields of
information technology have used Likert scale among
them recent researches in [32, 33]. For our 18-item
questionnaire, each item was analyzed on a five-point
Likert scale so that higher item scores indicated a more
favorable attitude as 1 shows lowest priority and 5
highest priority. Of the 420 respondents, 230 were
Bloggers while 70 were only Blog visitors. This numbers
in turn show sizeable portion of Blog visitors are Bloggers
themselves (here 75%). 

Reliability of the questionnaire: Cronbach’s Alpha is
used as an internal consistency technique to assess the

0.765, we conclude that the questionnaire developed in
this study has high reliability. 

DATA ANALYSIS AND PRIORITIZATION

After demonstrating hypothesizes for information
quality criteria by questionnaire, in this stage is prioritized
the criteria by means comparison of the criteria according
to respondents’ points. Table 1 shows mean and standard
deviation for each criterion. 

Regarding that we are going to prioritize information
quality criteria, we have to allocate a coefficient for each
criterion according to obtained mean scores in Table 1.
For this  aim  we  mapped every mean to coefficient so
that sum of all coefficients will be 1. Thus this method
allocates  to  the  each  of  criterion a priority coefficient.
The highest score is for understandability and
Informativeness with mean of 4.42 and lowest score is for
redundancy with mean 3.03. Standard deviation values
show that most deviation is related to redundancy and
customer support that both be placed in the low part of
table. This deviation is normal because customer support

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation for information quality criteria

Criteria Mean Std. deviation

Understandability 4.42 0.693
Informativeness 4.42 0.742
Representation 4.17 0.820
Accuracy 4.14 0.795
Completeness 4.05 0.863
Timeliness 4.05 0.919
Believability 4.04 0.852
Concise 4.00 0.913
Cohesiveness 3.90 0.897
Maintainability 3.84 1.031
Availability 3.84 0.926
Authority 3.78 0.936
Latency 3.76 1.029
Popularity 3.64 0.996
Customer support 3.54 1.108
Amount of data 3.51 0.918
Objectivity 3.40 1.074
Redundancy 3.03 1.111
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Fig. 1: Priority coefficients for information quality criteria

Fig. 2: Gap between visitors and bloggers

and redundancy are completely subjective. Especially We believed that prioritizing IQ criteria is
redundancy is controversial issue in Blog. Arising unavoidable  because  attributes  of information quality
multimedia facilities on the web causes many of Bloggers can vary depending on the context in which the
use  multimedia  elements  in  their Blogs. On the other information is to be used. If we are going to calculate
hand  some  of  Bloggers  because  of  redundancy  due information quality of a website in a proper manner, we
to applying  multimedia  elements  prefer  use  rarely need to prioritize our criteria in our application. Thus a
them. This issue is more controversial where internet predefine IQ model may not be suitable for every context
speed is usually low same as Iran. and application. For example trust can be an important

Figure 1 shows priority coefficient for information factor in e-commerce website, while we don’t consider
quality criteria.For instance we can see that highest trust because all the Blogs are under a server so trust for
coefficient is related to understandability with value.064 all of the Blogs is same.
and  lowest  coefficient  belong  to  redundancy with
value  0.043.  In  this  case  understandability  has 67% Gap analysis: IQ Role Gaps in general, compare the IQ
more priority in compare of redundancy. However assessments from respondents in different organizational
differences between some of criteria coefficients are not roles, IS professionals and information consumers. IQ
significant but between top and down coefficients this Role Gaps is a useful diagnostic technique for determining
difference is significant. whether    differences    between   roles   in   a  operational
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environment. The IQ assessment and comparison across 0.052 and this value is greater than.05, we considered
roles serves to identify IQ problems and lays the equal variance. In this case value of significant (2-tailed)
foundation for IQ improvement [7]. was 0.103 that is greater than.05. This value shows there

Figure 2 is an example of the Role Gap for the IQ is not significant difference for IQ priorities between
using the data from our survey. There are two roles in Bloggers and visitors. 
Blog: Bloggers and visitors. The x-axis is the 18 criterions.
The y-axis is the mean level of priority, which can range CONCLUSION
from1 to 5. The points in the graph are the mean level of
priority reported by visitors as information consumers In  this  paper  we established a survey on Iranian
(triangles) and the mean level reported by Bloggers as Blog in order to acquiring IQ criteria priorities. In this
information producers (squares).When analyzing IQ Role direction was calculated priority coefficient for each
Gaps, three indicators should be considered: Size of the criterion.  The  analysis  showed that however all the
gap area; Location of the gap and Direction of the gap criteria  have  upper  half  scores  but  priority  of  some of
(positive versus negative); the criteria are significant in compare with other criteria.

The least of the gap is related to popularity and The differences of priorities influence final quality of
believability which gap is less than.01. Most of the gap information  score.  This  initial analysis of the priority of
size is related to timeliness and amount of data around.34. IQ quality of Blogs helps us to understand the ways in
However in this case when.34 divided by 5, overall gap is which  quality  is  established  and  improved  despite
not significant(less than.07).The location of the gap for all what seems at first glance the seemingly anarchic
the criteria is upper half the scales, which is quite good; operation  of  the  project.  Also gained priority
whereas the location of the gap for redundancy criterion coefficients of IQ criteria can be employed for measuring
as lowest mean, which is also upper half is around 3. The quality of information on Blog in the next step of the
location of gap for believability and informativeness is project. As gap analysis shows there are a strong
highest around 4.42. consensus  between  roles  i.e.  Bloggers and visitors

The direction of the gap is defined to be positive about   the   priorities.  This  convergence  makes  easier
when IS professionals (here Bloggers) assess the level of IQ evaluation on Blogs. 
IQ to be higher than information consumers (here In future research we plan to continue analyzing the
visitors). Thus, maintainability, amount of data and quality of information in the Blogs both qualitatively and
latency have some positive gap. Timeliness has a quantitatively to gain a better understanding of how IQ
negative gap choices and assessments are made by the Blog

A large positive gap means that IS professionals are community; and how they can be approximated by
not aware of problems that information consumers are quantitative measures and captured into baseline and
experiencing. In general, contexts with a large positive gap target models of IQ assessment.
should focus on reducing the problem by gaining
consensus between IS professionals and information REFERENCES
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